Elevated uptake of 18F-FDG in PET/CT imaging of a nocardial pleural nodule.
18-Fluoredeoxyglucose position emission tomography and computed tomography ((18)F-FDG PET/CT) scanning has been widely used in the assessment of malignancy. We report here an increased (18)F-FDG uptake in pleural nodules in the PET/CT scan images of a patient having recurrent fever and chest pain. Further studies with bacterial culture and histopathology of biopsy confirmed the lesions as nocardial infection. To our knowledge, it is the first report of PET /CT findings in pleural multiple irregular nodules with nocardial infection. Our study suggests that a combination of FDG-PET/CT scanning and pathological study may be considered in distinguishing uncommon benign lesions in the lung.